EDUCATION

DIGITAL SIGNAGE MADE EASY

RUN BULLETIN BOARD
WAYFINDER
VISITOR SIGN-IN AND MORE

MARKET SURVEYS
EVENT REGISTRATION
COMPETITIONS

ADVERTISING KIOSKS

I-MENU BOARD
Use digital signage systems to create an effective and cost efficient network across schools, university campuses and dormitories.

Easily manage it centrally through a web-based dashboard: anything from sporting event reminders to special class programs. Keep your students and staff informed with urgent and time-sensitive updates.

**INCREASE STUDENT AND STAFF ENGAGEMENT**
Use digital signage solutions as a versatile visual tool: eye-catching images, live social media feeds and any special content for schools.

**CUT YOUR COSTS SIGNIFICANTLY AND REDUCE YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT**
Get rid of leaflets, expensive message boards, and outdated paper-based solutions.

**BROADCAST RELEVANT INFORMATION INSTANTLY**
From highlighting school events and reminders to providing directions and maps – keep university, high school and campus staff updated with all the important and relevant information.

**FULL CONTROL AND OPERATION**
Control your whole network and monitor performance via a web browser from a central remote location. Perfect for one location or scale up to any number of locations.

Cybercast digital signage is the perfect tool to communicate quickly and efficiently to the masses during an emergency by using our one touch ‘Panic Campaign’ feature.

www.cybercast.com.au
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